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This review talk is dedicated to the summary of what we have learned in the IRIS era about the
flux emergence and related activity phenomena as well as to the perspective of what we will achieve
in the near future. We first review some important findings of, especially, the UV bursts in newly
emerging flux regions and the plasma dynamics in sunspot light bridges. It is shown that many of
the key achievements are made through the comparison of satellite observations (IRIS, Hinode, SDO,
etc.), ground-based observations (SST, GST, etc.), and a variety of numerical simulations. However, the
only physical parameters we can compare between observations and simulations are the vector magnetic
fields in the photosphere and the Doppler velocities of a few spectral lines. Therefore, in general, the
quantitative comparison is not easy. However, this difficulty may be overcome by new instruments in
the coming decade. For example, DKIST has a capability to measure magnetic fields in the atmospheres
(e.g. in the chromosphere) with high spatial resolutions. The proposed Solar-C EUVST will monitor
atmospheres with wide temperature coverage from the chromosphere to the corona, providing rich
plasma diagnostics of various layers. Combined with existing observations and numerical modeling,
these new capabilities may open a door to the quantitative evaluation of mass and energy transport,
seamlessly from the photosphere to the corona through the interface region.
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1. Introduction or “Why am I doing this?”
Hinode/SOT (Dec 1-2, 2006)

•
•

emergence
cancellation

Undergraduate study in 2009

•
•
•

Serpentine fields reconnect at dipped parts,
which is observed as Ellerman bombs
Resistive emergence [Pariat+ 2004]

2D flux-emergence simulation

1. Introduction or “Why am I doing this?”
Science objectives of IRIS

•

1. Atmospheric heating: waves vs nano-flares?
2. Mass and energy supply to the corona and
heliosphere?
3. Magnetic flux and mass transport though the
lower atmosphere, and role of flux emergence in
flares and CMEs?
[DePontieu et al. 2014]

→ Flux emergence is one of the most
important targets of the IRIS mission

This talk aims at

•
•

•

IRIS achievements: UV bursts and dynamics in
• Emerging flux regions
• Light bridges
Discussion on new capabilities of
• Ground-based observatories
• Future space missions

NASA/IRIS

2. UV Bursts in EFRs
The so-called “IRIS bombs”

•
•

Explosive IRIS UV spectra seen at flux cancellation sites
SJI 1400 Å

Mg II k3

Mg II triplet

Si IV Dopplergram

AIA 1700 Å

HMI magnetogram

HMI continuum

DC
AIA 1600 Å

“Textbook” emergence observed by IRIS, Hinode, and SDO [Toriumi et al. 2017]
[c.f. many talks in this week; see Young et al. (2018 arXiv) for review on UV bursts]

2. UV Bursts in EFRs
The so-called “IRIS bombs”

•
•

Unusual profiles like…

“Cool” line absorption
on the “hot” spectra

Self-reversal +
strong Doppler shift

Mg II triplet
in emission

Fig. 3. Spectrum of a hot explosion. High-up and downward velocities and cool overlying plasma can be seen in the spectrum of bomb 1 (in a single
spatial pixel in the middle of the diamond marked “1” in Fig. 1). Wavelengths and labeling are identical to those in Fig. 2. The thin red lines show a Si IV
[Peter et
2014; and
seescaled
alsoinVissers+
2015,match
Tian+
2016,
composite spectrum plotted over the C II, Si IV, and Mg II lines (shifted to the respective
restal.
wavelength
radiance to roughly
the C
II
and Mg II lines). The statistical errors in spectral radiance are 0.5 × (DN per pixel)1/2 in the far ultraviolet channels (top and middle row) and 0.24 × (DN

Toriumi+ 2017]

2. UV Bursts in EFRs
The so-called “IRIS bombs”

•

The Astrophysical Journal, 836:63 (13pp), 2017 February 10

•

Toriumi, Katsukawa, & Cheung

Hinode/SOT vector fields show U-shaped loops in most cases

U-shaped loops
(bald patch)
Bz = 0 and B・∇Bz > 0
[Titov+ 1993]

Ω-shaped loops

[Toriumi
Figure 10. Six remaining mixed-polarity events located at (from top left to bottom right) (X , Y ) = (335 , -280 ), (328 , -274 ), (336 , -272 ), (336 , -265
),
(340 , -265 ), and (333 , -267 ) in Figure 2(b). Each panel shows the SP circular polarization map (black and white), Ca II H contour (red) deﬁning the Ca BPs, and
locations of PILs (dots), where yellow and turquoise indicate that the magnetic ﬁelds have “dip” (i.e., bald-patch) and “top” structures, respectively. In the top middle

et al. 2017: see also Zhao+ 2017]

2. UV Bursts in EFRs

The
so-called
“IRIS
bombs”
equences of IRIS1400 Å images and HMI line-of-sight magnetograms in a small region enclosing bursts 1 and 2. Blue contours outlining the two
•

Many are found at quasi-separatrix layers (QSLs) at z~1 Mm

in the 1400 Å images are• overplotted in the magnetograms. The size of each image is 11 Mm×18 Mm. (C)–(D) Signed magnetic ﬂuxes
rectangular regions shown in (B) and 1400 Å intensity integrated within the contours for the two UV bursts. An animated version of panels (A)
The Astrophysical Journal, 854:174 (13pp), 2018 February 20
mages from 15:18 to 17:08 UT, is available online.

Tian et al.

s ﬁgure is available.)

SJI 1400 Å

Blos + extrapolation

AIA 1700 Å

— SJI 1400 Å
・Bald patch

Q (z=0 Mm)

Q (z=1.4 Mm)

Q (z=3.6 Mm)

/SJI 1400 Å image taken at 16:36 UT. Middle and right: top view of the reconstructed magnetic ﬁeld lines. The background is the same 1400 Å
panel and the simultaneously taken photospheric magnetogram in the right panel.

may not be related to bald patch reconnection.
rformed potential ﬁeld extrapolation using only
component of the magnetic ﬁeld data. The
gy is notably different from what we have

Q: squashing
factor

obtained using the current method. We believe that the
potential ﬁeld extrapolation is not suitable for the study of
UV bursts occurring during processes of ﬂux emergence. This
is because in the potential ﬁeld model most bald patches are
10

Figure 10. (A)–(C) IRIS/SJI 1400 Å image, HMI line-of-sight magnetogram and SDO/AIA 1700 Å image taken at 16:36 UT. (D)–(F) Images of the squashing factor
at the heights of 0 Mm, 1.4 Mm, and 3.6 Mm above the photosphere. Blue contours outlining the compact brightenings in the 1400 Å image at 16:36 UT are

[Tian et al. 2018;
see also Chitta’s talk]

2. UV Bursts in EFRs
The so-called “IRIS bombs”

•
•

Some are co-spatial with Ellerman bombs, but some are not

The Astrophysical Journal, 824:96 (14pp), 2016 June 20

Tian et al.

Si IV peak
intensity

Hα core

Hα
blue wing

Hα
red wing

HMI BLOS
Figure 3. IRIS, NVST, and SDO images showing a 7 × 7 region enclosing each identiﬁed IB. Locations of the IBs are marked by overplotting contours of the Si IV
1393.755 Å peak intensity. The observing times of the IRIS/SJI, NVST, and SDO images are also marked in corresponding panels.
red 2016;
crosses shown
in theGrubecka+
Si IV
[Tian The
et al.
see also
intensity images indicate the locations where the line proﬁles presented in Figures 4–9 are obtained.

2016]

2. UV Bursts in EFRs
Numerical modeling shows the answers

•
•

Bifrost simulation by Hansteen et al. (2017)
The Astrophysical Journal, 839:22 (12pp), 2017
10
TheApril
Astrophysical
Journal, 839:22 (12pp), 2017 April 10

al Journal, 839:22 (12pp), 2017 April 10

Hansteen et al.

Hansteen et al.
Figure 2. Modeled spectra show signatures that resemble the characteristics of EBs, UV bursts, and small ﬂares. Hα line wing (a), Mg II line wing (b), Si IV total
intensity (c); photospheric magnetogram (Bz) and selected ﬁeld lines (d), photospheric velocity uz (e), and temperature (f),Hα line core (g), Mg II line core (h), and
line proﬁles of Hα, Mg II along x=8.5, and Si IV along x=6Mm (i). The red and green cross hairs show the location of a simulated EB and UV bursts, respectively.
In panel (d), yellow ﬁeld lines have been traced from the EB site (indicated by the red orthogonal lines) and red ﬁeld lines from the vicinity of the small ﬂare. The
green ﬁeld lines have been traced from various magnetic polarities at z=0Mm and for x 10 Mm. The animation of this ﬁgure shows the synthetic Hα near the line
core (at +50 pm) seen from solar heliocentric angle of μ=1 over a period of 200s showing formation of opaque dark ﬁbrils over the emerging ﬂux region.
(An animation of this ﬁgure is available.)

overall ﬂame-like structure to the EBs. These results come into
They occur at the interface between opposite polarity ﬁelds of
close agreement with the location, morphology,and dynamics
adjacent emerging bipoles (Figure 2(d)). Profound downﬂows
of observed EBs (see also the animation of Figure 1, which
(Figure 2(e)) occur on either side of the interface, due to plasma
shows the time evolution in the line wing and at +50 pm from
draining along the ﬂanks of the emerging bipoles. The plasma
the line core).
at photospheric heights in the interface is heated to
Synthetic spectroheliograms from the model (Figures 2(a),
(8–9)×103 K (Figure 2(f)), giving onset to EBs.
Figure 2. Modeled spectra show signatures that resemble the characteristics of EBs, UV bursts, and small ﬂares. Hα line wing (a), Mg II line wing (b), Si IV total
The synthetic EBs are not visible at the line core of the Hα
(b)) show that EBs appear assmall (size 1–1.5 Mm) bright
intensity (c); photospheric magnetogram (Bz) and selected ﬁeld lines (d), photospheric velocity uz (e), and temperature (f),Hα line core (g), Mg II line core (h), and
II h and
lines. EB and
II hrespectively.
lines (Figures 2(g) and (h)) and they are barely
andUVMg
structures
in (i).
theThe
farredwings
of cross
Hα and
x=6Mm
and green
hairs the
showMg
the location
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line proﬁles of Hα, Mg II along x=8.5, and Si IV along
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Figure 2. Modeled spectra show signatures that resemble the characteristics of EBs, UV bursts, and small ﬂares. Hα line wing (a), Mg II line wing (b), Si IV total
intensity (c); photospheric magnetogram (Bz) and selected ﬁeld lines (d), photospheric velocity uz (e), and temperature (f),Hα line core (g), Mg II line core (h), and
line proﬁles of Hα, Mg II along x=8.5, and Si IV along x=6Mm (i). The red and green cross hairs show the location of a simulated EB and UV bursts, respectively.
In panel (d), yellow ﬁeld lines have been traced from the EB site (indicated by the red orthogonal lines) and red ﬁeld lines from the vicinity of the small ﬂare. The
green ﬁeld lines have been traced from various magnetic polarities at z=0Mm and for x 10 Mm. The animation of this ﬁgure shows the synthetic Hα near the line
core (at +50 pm) seen from solar heliocentric angle of μ=1 over a period of 200s showing formation of opaque dark ﬁbrils over the emerging ﬂux region.

•

(An animation of this ﬁgure is available.)

Ellerman bombs

• Photospheric reconnection
• Brightening in Hα wings
• Notat the
seen
inbetween
Hα opposite
core polarity
due ﬁelds
to overlying
They occur
interface
of

overall ﬂame-like structure to the EBs. These results come into
close agreement with the location, morphology,and
dynamics
adjacent emerging bipoles (Figure 2(d)). Profound downﬂows
←
of observed EBs (see also the animation
Figure 1, which
(Figure 2(e)) occur on either side of the interface, due to plasma
z=0ofMm
•
shows the time evolution in the line wing and at +50 pm from
draining
along the ﬂanks of the emerging bipoles. The plasma
the line core).
at photospheric heights in the interface is heated to
•
Synthetic spectroheliograms from the model (Figures 2(a),
(8–9)×103 K (Figure 2(f)), giving onset to EBs.
Figure 2. Modeled spectra show signatures that resemble the characteristics of EBs, UV bursts, and small ﬂares. Hα line wing (a), Mg II line wing (b), Si IV total
The synthetic EBs are not visible at the line core of the Hα
(b)) show that EBs appear assmall (size 1–1.5 Mm) bright
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Figure 2. Modeled spectra show signatures that resemble the characteristics of EBs, UV bursts, and small ﬂares. Hα line wing (a), Mg II line wing (b), Si IV total
intensity (c); photospheric magnetogram (Bz) and selected ﬁeld lines (d), photospheric velocity uz (e), and temperature (f),Hα line core (g), Mg II line core (h), and
line proﬁles of Hα, Mg II along x=8.5, and Si IV along x=6Mm (i). The red and green cross hairs show the location of a simulated EB and UV bursts, respectively.
In panel (d), yellow ﬁeld lines have been traced from the EB site (indicated by the red orthogonal lines) and red ﬁeld lines from the vicinity of the small ﬂare. The
green ﬁeld lines have been traced from various magnetic polarities at z=0Mm and for x 10 Mm. The animation of this ﬁgure shows the synthetic Hα near the line
core (at +50 pm) seen from solar heliocentric angle of μ=1 over a period of 200s showing formation of opaque dark ﬁbrils over the emerging ﬂux region.

•

(An animation of this ﬁgure is available.)
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overall ﬂame-like structure to the EBs. These results come into
close agreement with the location, morphology,and dynamics
adjacent emerging bipoles (Figure 2(d)). Profound downﬂows
of observed EBs (see also the animation of Figure 1, which
(Figure 2(e)) occur on either side of the interface, due to plasma
shows the time evolution in the line wing and at +50 pm from
draining along the ﬂanks of the emerging bipoles. The plasma
the line core).
at photospheric heights in the interface is heated to
Synthetic spectroheliograms from the model (Figures 2(a),
(8–9)×103 K (Figure 2(f)), giving onset to EBs.
Figure 2. Modeled spectra show signatures that resemble the characteristics of EBs, UV bursts, and small ﬂares. Hα line wing (a), Mg II line wing (b), Si IV total
The synthetic EBs are not visible at the line core of the Hα
(b)) show that EBs appear assmall (size 1–1.5 Mm) bright
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Figure 2. Modeled spectra show signatures that resemble the characteristics of EBs, UV bursts, and small ﬂares. Hα line wing (a), Mg II line wing (b), Si IV total
intensity (c); photospheric magnetogram (Bz) and selected ﬁeld lines (d), photospheric velocity uz (e), and temperature (f),Hα line core (g), Mg II line core (h), and
line proﬁles of Hα, Mg II along x=8.5, and Si IV along x=6Mm (i). The red and green cross hairs show the location of a simulated EB and UV bursts, respectively.
In panel (d), yellow ﬁeld lines have been traced from the EB site (indicated by the red orthogonal lines) and red ﬁeld lines from the vicinity of the small ﬂare. The
green ﬁeld lines have been traced from various magnetic polarities at z=0Mm and for x 10 Mm. The animation of this ﬁgure shows the synthetic Hα near the line
core (at +50 pm) seen from solar heliocentric angle of μ=1 over a period of 200s showing formation of opaque dark ﬁbrils over the emerging ﬂux region.

•

(An animation of this ﬁgure is available.)
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Bifrost simulation by Hansteen et al. (2017)
The Astrophysical Journal, 839:22 (12pp), 2017 April 10
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2. UV Bursts in EFRs
Numerical modeling shows the answers

•
•

Bifrost simulation by Hansteen et al. (2017)
The Astrophysical Journal, 839:22 (12pp), 2017 April 10

Hα

Mg II h

Hansteen et al.

Mg II triplet

Si IV

Hierarchy of reconnection events in EFRs
EBs: photospheric (8–9×103 K)
Ellerman
• UV bursts: low/mid-chromospheric (7–8×104 K)
bomb
→ not necessarily photospheric
• Small flares: ~ 1 MK
•

The Astrophysical Journal, 839:22 (12pp), 2017 April 10

Hansteen et al.

UV
bursts

3. Dynamics in Light Bridges
Variety of activity phenomena seen in LBs

•

No. 1, 2009
G-band

Hinode/SOT G-band and Ca II H

MAGNETIC FIELDS OF A SUNSPOT LIGHT BRIDGE
30 April 2007

80

60

40

20

•
•
•
•

08:54:59UT

L67

one end to the other end along the line. Ejections seem to be
successively launched along each of the frameworks of the fan
tracing magnetic field lines. A dark feature can be seen at the
west side of the bright footpoint enhancement. The majority
of ejections are launched from the east side of the solid line
marked in Figure 2, which is located along the east edge of the
LB (Figure 3). In contrast, only a very limited number of weak
chromospheric ejections are observed at the west side of the LB.
The apparent upward speed of ejectors can be estimated
from positional changes in the head of ejectors in successive frames (60 s cadence) giving a wide distribution of 6–
40 km s−1 . Considering the inclination of magnetic field lines
(166.7 deg), the actual upward speed may be 26–180 km s−1 .
Note that the derived values may contain large uncertainties because we traced the positional change of faint head of ejectors
with the 60 s cadence data.
3.2. Magnetic Fields and Electric Currents

Figure 3 shows the magnetic field vectors derived from the SP
measurements for the 2 days; the April 30 data were acquired
during the period when series of chromospheric ejections were
frequently observed, whereas the April 29 data were acquired
0
about 4 hr before starting chromospheric ejections. The data
0
20
40
60
80
show that a highly inclined magnetic field is newly formed
(unit: arcsec)
along the LB on April 30. The inclination is 120–140 deg on the
Figure 1. G-band picture of the well-developed sunspot in NOAA Active Region
local frame coordinate, where 90 and 180 deg are horizontal and
10953. The square (11 × 11 arcsec) gives the field of view in the subsequent
vertical to the solar surface, respectively. The magnetic strength
figures. North is up and west is to the right.
[Roy 1973; Asai+
2001]
is 700-1700
G, which is much lower than in the umbral cores
which covers the entire sunspot with 0.′′ 32 effective pixel
(2000 G or higher). A lower field strength is formed along the
−1
[Shimizu+
size. The spectral sampling is 21.549
mÅ pixel .2009]
After the
LB on April 29, but with no highly inclined field.
standard calibration, we applied a Stokes inversion assuming a
A remarkable feature is the significant enhancement of the
[Berger
&toBerdyugina
2003]
Milne–Eddington
atmosphere
derive magnetic field
vectors
vertical component of the electric current density along the LB
and other parameters. The 180 deg ambiguity in the azimuth
on April 30. The vertical current density Jz was computed from
angle of magnetic field was
resolved with a1994,
modifiedLagg+
version 2014]
the inferred values of the horizontal field components Bx and
[Sobotka+
of the AZAM utility (Lites et al. 1995), where the azimuth
By : µ0 Jz = (∇ × B)z = ∂By /∂x − ∂Bx /∂y, where µ0 is the

EBs and surge ejections in Hα
Repetitive jets in Ca II H
UV brightening
Vigorous convection

[Shimizu et al. 2009]

3. Dynamics in Light Bridges
IRIS reveals dynamics of LBs

•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
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Oscillating “Light Walls” by
leaked p-mode waves/shocks

Reconnection jets caused by
magneto-convective evolution

Both types may co-exist

3. Dynamics in Light Bridges
Oscillating “Light Walls”

•

LW
LB

slit

LB

•
•
•

Figure 3. Panels (a1)–(a5): sequence of the 1330 Å images showing the evolution of a section of the light wall. The upper and the lower plus symbols mark
and base of the wall, respectively, at different times. Panel (b): space–time plot along slice “C-D” marked in panel (a5). The solid curve delineates the wall to
[Yang
al.of2015]
the dashed line marks the wall base. Panels (c) and (d): wavelet power spectrum and the
global et
power
the light-wall oscillations.

Oscillating chrom jets rooted in LBs → “light walls”
-1
Height: 3.6 Mm, Amplitude: 0.9chromosphere
Mm, Velocity:
15.4
km
s
and transition region above an LB, and we give
ensemble afrom
new name,
light wall.
The light wall is brighter
Period: 3.9 min → Leakage ofthis
p-mode
below
photosphere

below the photosphere. The p-modes are global res
acoustic oscillations appearing as photospheric velocity
than the surrounding regions, and the top and base of the light
intensity pulsations. The p-modes can leak enough ener
wall are much brighter than the wall body. In addition, we use
drive upward ﬂows (De Pontieu et al. 2004), resulting i
Hou+the
2016a,oscillations
Hou+ 2016b,
Yang+
the NVST and AIA multi-wavelength[see
dataalso
to study
of the light
wall. 2016, Yang+ 2017]
properties of the light wall. We ﬁnd that the wall top appeared
Over the LB in NOAA AR 10132, Berger & Berdy

3. Dynamics in Light Bridges
UV bursts and extended jets

•

SDO/HMI Magnetogram

Light bridge

SDO/AIA 1600 Å

SDO/AIA 335 Å

Brightening

Surges
IRIS + Hinode/SOT + SDO + simulation
• Brightening shows “IRIS bomb” spectra
• Height: ≤ 35 Mm (plane-of-sky; parabolic), Period: 10-20 min
• Simulation shows magneto-convective evolution (flux emergence) in LBs
→ Reconnection jets driven by convection
•

[Toriumi et al. 2015a]
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IRIS + Hinode/SOT + SDO + simulation
• Brightening shows “IRIS bomb” spectra
• Height: ≤ 35 Mm (plane-of-sky; parabolic), Period: 10-20 min
• Simulation shows magneto-convective evolution (flux emergence) in LBs
→ Reconnection jets driven by convection
Figure 3. (a)–(e) SOT/SP data around the light bridge structure. This FOV is scanned westward from 00:16 to 00:23 UT, 2014 February 14. (a) Vertical magnetic
•

ﬁeld strength Bz. The vertical electric current density ∣ jz ∣ computed from (Bx, By) is overlaid with purple contours. The contour levels are ∣ jz ∣ = 100 mA m-2 and
200 mA m−2. In addition, AIA 1600 Å intensity at 00:20 UT is overlaid with orange contours. For the magnetic ﬁeld, we use the local coordinates (x, y, z), where ẑ is
in the local radial direction. (b) Horizontal ﬁeld strength Bx. Solid and dashed contours show Bz = 400 and 200 G levels and Bz = −200 and −400 G levels,
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Surges
[Toriumi et al. 2015a]

IRIS + Hinode/SOT + SDO + simulation
• Brightening shows “IRIS bomb” spectra
Figure 6. IRIS spectra for the three brightening events. (a) Wavelength-time plots of Mg II h &
evolution
in a single spatial pixel of the IRIS raster scan. The top axis shows the Doppler shift rel
• Height: ≤ 35 Mm (plane-of-sky; parabolic), Period: 10-20
min
dark transitions (see the text for details). (b) Proﬁles of the three lines (Mg II, C II, and Si IV) for
red lines show thein
proﬁles
at the selected times indicated by white arrows in (a). Here, the q
• Simulation shows magneto-convective evolution (flux while
emergence)
LBs
10, respectively.
→ Reconnection jets driven by convection
•

3. Dynamics in Light Bridges
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andJournal,
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The bursts
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•

SDO/HMI Magnetogram
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Table 1
SDO/AIAProperties
335 Å of the Dark Surge and Brightening

SDO/AIA 1600 Å

Dark Surgea

#
Lifetime
(minutes)

Light bridge

•
•
•
•

Brightening

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Length
(Mm)

15
11
11
22
10
8.6
9.0
7.2
13
15
17
34
23Surges27

Brightenin
Acceleration
(104 cm s−2)

Duration
(minutes)

1.1
4.0
1.9
2.0
2.0
2.6
1.1

25
″
12
6.8
6.8
12
21

Max

Notes.
[Toriumi et al. 2015a]
a
The lifetime and length of the dark surge are measured from the A
IRIS + Hinode/SOT + SDO + simulation
slit-time diagram (Figure 7(b)), while the acceleration is calculated
Brightening shows “IRIS bomb” spectra
lifetime and length assuming a constant acceleration (see the text fo
b
Height: ≤ 35 Mm (plane-of-sky; parabolic), Period: 10-20 minThe duration and maximum normalized intensity of brightening
from the AIA 1600 Å light curve (Figure 7(d)). Events #1 an
Simulation shows magneto-convective evolution (flux emergence)
in
LBs
common physical values since it is difﬁcult to separate the two eve

→ Reconnection jets driven by convection
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Jets

Umbrae
LB

IRIS + Hinode/SOT + SDO + simulation
• Brightening shows “IRIS bomb” spectra
• Height: ≤ 35 Mm (plane-of-sky; parabolic), Period: 10-20 min
• Simulation shows magneto-convective evolution (flux emergence) in LBs
→ Reconnection jets driven by convection
•

[Toriumi et al. 2015b]

3. Dynamics in Light Bridges
UV bursts and extended jets

•

blue wing (-45 km/s)

Hα core

red wing (+45 km/s)

SST/CRISP + Hinode/SOT/SP
• Repeated fan-shaped jets of up to 40 Mm with ~100 km s-1, following
chrom brightening
• Horizontal field trapped by vertical field
→ Reconnection is the driver
•

[Robustini et al. 2016]

3. Dynamics in Light Bridges
Reconnection-driven jets? Acoustic shocks?

•

BBSO/GST + IRIS show two types of jets

•
•
•

[Tian et al. 2018]

Persistent “light walls” : 0.5–4 Mm, 10–30 km s-1
Impulsive ejections: 10 Mm or more, at selected location

→ The two types may co-exist.
[see also Zhang+ 2017 and Hou+ 2017]
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4. Summary and Discussion
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the light bridges in our present study (Rempel et al. 2009a,
2009b; Rempel 2011, 2012). Also, convective overturning
motions similar to our cases have been found in the
observations (see, e.g., Zakharov et al. 2008).
The similarities and consistencies among the umbral dots,
light bridges, and penumbral ﬁlaments, which are summarized
in Table 2, point to the generality of the magnetoconvection in
a strong background ﬁeld. Moreover, such a convection may
produce a variety of activity events through magnetic
reconnection. Therefore, we can conclude that the magnetoconvection is not only a common physical phenomenon
associated with the aforementioned features, but is also the
essential driver of dynamic activity in sunspot regions.

UV dynamics and magnetic evolution

•

UV bursts
(reconnection)
τ=1
Acoustic waves

Umbra

LB

Umbra

Dynamics in LBs
•
•

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this series of papers, we studied the nature of light bridges
in newly developing ARs. From these studies, we present a
UV of
bursts
consistent physical picture
light bridges based on both
(reconnection)
observations and numerical
simulations.
The formation of a light bridge in an emerging ﬂux region is
shown in Figure 9(a). The magnetic ﬁelds emerge through the
convection zone in the form of split multiple ﬂux bundles,
which are observed as fragment polarities (pores) in the
photosphere (Zwaan 1985). As the ﬂux bundles emerge,
weakly magnetized
U-loop local plasma with upﬂow is entrained
between the bundles and appears as a light bridge at the visible
surface.
The pores
ofbursts
the same polarities merge together and,
EBs
and
UV
eventually, sunspots are formed.
As shown in Figure 9(b), the bridge has a deep convective
upﬂow in its center, which carries horizontal magnetic ﬁelds to
the surface layer. Due to the radiative cooling, the ascending
plasma loses buoyancy and sinks down at the narrow downﬂow
lanes. At the bridge boundaries, the magnetic shear between the
horizontal ﬁelds of the bridge and the vertical ﬁelds of the
ambient pores forms a strong electric current layer. Some
external vertical ﬁelds are connected to the internal horizontal
ﬁeld at the bridge boundary with concave dips, which are
caused by strong downﬂows. In the upper atmosphere above
the light bridge, the external vertical ﬁelds fan out and form
canopy structures.
Various activity phenomena come about as a natural result of

LB jets may have two origins; impulsive reconnection-driven jets and
steady acoustic wave-driven jets
EBs and IBs are reconnection events in EFRs, coupled with convection.
Difference may originate from their altitudes and mag circumstances
Figure 9. (a) Light bridge formation in an emerging ﬂux region. Darker and
lighter rounded rectangles are the pores, from which the magnetic ﬁelds are
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motions similar to our cases have been found in the
observations (see, e.g., Zakharov et al. 2008).
The similarities and consistencies among the umbral dots,
light bridges, and penumbral ﬁlaments, which are summarized
in Table 2, point to the generality of the magnetoconvection in
a strong background ﬁeld. Moreover, such a convection may
produce a variety of activity events through magnetic
reconnection. Therefore, we can conclude that the magnetoconvection is not only a common physical phenomenon
associated with the aforementioned features, but is also the
essential driver of dynamic activity in sunspot regions.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this series of papers, we studied the nature of light bridges
in newly developing ARs. From these studies, we present a
UV of
bursts
consistent physical picture
light bridges based on both
(reconnection)
observations and numerical
simulations.
The formation of a light bridge in an emerging ﬂux region is
shown in Figure 9(a). The magnetic ﬁelds emerge through the
convection zone in the form of split multiple ﬂux bundles,
which are observed as fragment polarities (pores) in the
photosphere (Zwaan 1985). As the ﬂux bundles emerge,
weakly magnetized
U-loop local plasma with upﬂow is entrained
between the bundles and appears as a light bridge at the visible
surface.
The pores
ofbursts
the same polarities merge together and,
EBs
and
UV
eventually, sunspots are formed.
As shown in Figure 9(b), the bridge has a deep convective
upﬂow in its center, which carries horizontal magnetic ﬁelds to
the surface layer. Due to the radiative cooling, the ascending
plasma loses buoyancy and sinks down at the narrow downﬂow
lanes. At the bridge boundaries, the magnetic shear between the
horizontal ﬁelds of the bridge and the vertical ﬁelds of the
ambient pores forms a strong electric current layer. Some
external vertical ﬁelds are connected to the internal horizontal
ﬁeld at the bridge boundary with concave dips, which are
caused by strong downﬂows. In the upper atmosphere above
the light bridge, the external vertical ﬁelds fan out and form
canopy structures.
Various activity phenomena come about as a natural result of

LB jets may have two origins; impulsive reconnection-driven jets and
steady acoustic wave-driven jets
EBs and IBs are reconnection events in EFRs, coupled with convection.
Difference may originate from their altitudes and mag circumstances
But the exact location of mag reconnection is not covered yet…
Figure 9. (a) Light bridge formation in an emerging ﬂux region. Darker and
lighter rounded rectangles are the pores, from which the magnetic ﬁelds are
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Multi-temperature obs by Solar-C_EUVST
図の修正：mounting legs, telescope E-box à Spectrograph E-box, ICCD->IAPS
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Figure 15.1: Physical block diagram of the instrument, showing major components in the
instrument and digital communication links.

EBs
8000-9000K
Figure 15.2: The instrument opto-mechanical layout
15.1.2. EUVST Optical Configuration and Assembly Dependencies

UV bursts
7–8×104

K

Small flares
~106 K

Wide temperature coverage:
34/68
0.01—20 MK
• High spatial resolution: 0.4”
• High temporal resolution:
exp time 0.1—20 s
• Launch: mid-2020s
•

Epsilon (ε-1 for Hisaki)
Figure 6. Overall ﬁeld-line topology and the onset of an EB, UV burst, and a small chromospheric ﬂare. (a)Selected ﬁeldlines showing the serpentine ﬁeld at
t=9160s. Yellow and red ﬁeldlines have been traced from the areas highlighted by the black insets (left and right, respectively). The image shows the distribution
of vertical velocity at the photosphere (red color indicates downﬂowing material). (b)–(c)Close-up of the ﬁeld lines, which have been traced from within the left inset
in (a), at t=8800s (b) and t=9160s (c). They are colored according to the value of the temperature. The arrows show the projection of the full magnetic ﬁeld
vector at x=8.4 Mm. The horizontal (dashed) line shows the photosphere. The localized temperature enhancement, just above z=0Mm and y≈3.5 Mm,
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Solar-C_EUVST

Figure 6. Overall ﬁeld-line topology and the onset of an EB, UV burst, and a small chromospheric ﬂare. (a)Selected ﬁeldlines showing the serpentine ﬁeld at
t=9160s. Yellow and red ﬁeldlines have been traced from the areas highlighted by the black insets (left and right, respectively). The image shows the distribution
of vertical velocity at the photosphere (red color indicates downﬂowing material). (b)–(c)Close-up of the ﬁeld lines, which have been traced from within the left inset
in (a), at t=8800s (b) and t=9160s (c). They are colored according to the value of the temperature. The arrows show the projection of the full magnetic ﬁeld
vector at x=8.4 Mm. The horizontal (dashed) line shows the photosphere. The localized temperature enhancement, just above z=0Mm and y≈3.5 Mm,
illustrates the location of the EB. (d)–(e)Emergence of Ω-loops, out of the serpentine ﬁeldlines ((d), t = 7870 s), leads to expansion and reconnection at the
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5. Conclusion
Jets

UV bursts
(reconnection)

•

•

observations (see, e.g., Zakharov et al. 2008).
The similarities and consistencies among the umbral dots,
light bridges, and penumbral ﬁlaments, which are summarized
in Table 2, point to the generality of the magnetoconvection in
a strong background ﬁeld. Moreover, such a convection may
produce a variety of activity events through magnetic
reconnection. Therefore, we can conclude that the magnetoconvection is not only a common physical phenomenon
associated with the aforementioned features, but is also the
essential driver of dynamic activity in sunspot regions.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this series of papers, we studied the nature of light bridges
in newly developing ARs. From these studies, we present a
bursts
consistent physical picture ofUVlight
bridges based on both
observations and numerical(reconnection)
simulations.
Acoustic waves
The formation of a light bridge in an emerging ﬂux region is
shown in Figure 9(a). The magnetic ﬁelds emerge through the
convection zone in the form of split multiple ﬂux bundles,
which are observed as fragment polarities (pores) in the
photosphere (Zwaan 1985). As the ﬂux bundles emerge,
Umbra
LB
Umbra
U-loop
weakly magnetized
local plasma with upﬂow is entrained
between the bundles and appears as a light bridge at the visible
surface. EBs
The pores
thebursts
same polarities merge together and,
Dynamics in LBs
and ofUV
eventually, sunspots are formed.
As shown in Figure 9(b), the bridge has a deep convective
upﬂow in its
center, which
carries horizontal magnetic
ﬁelds to
IRIS with other instruments and simulations
revealed
mechanisms
of
the surface layer. Due to the radiative cooling, the ascending
•
LB jets: reconnection-driven and p-mode-driven
plasma loses buoyancy and sinks down at the narrow downﬂow
•
EFR reconnection events: EBs and UV lanes.
bursts
At the bridge boundaries, the magnetic shear between the
horizontal ﬁelds of the bridge and the vertical ﬁelds of the
New capabilities may widen the pictures
ambient pores forms a strong electric current layer. Some
external
vertical ﬁelds are connected to the internal horizontal
•
Chrom field measurement (e.g. DKIST and
Sunrise-III)
ﬁeld at the bridge boundary with concave dips, which are
•
Multi-temp dynamics (e.g. Solar-C_EUVST)
caused by strong downﬂows. In the upper atmosphere above
the light bridge, the external vertical ﬁelds fan out and form
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NAOJ Hinode VR App
To be released in mid-July

Freely walk around the solar surface, look up and look down the AR, and get 4 cool movies.
Available on iOS (App Store) and Android (Google Play). It’s free!
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